KEY FEATURES
24×7×365 Protection & Response
Our security solutions are designed to
provide around-the-clock protection.
Western Iowa Network’s team of managed
security professionals respond to security
incidents whenever they occur, so you don't
have to.
Best-in-Class Technology
We've built our managed Firewall solutions
on market-leading security technology.
Transparency via Detailed Reporting
A wide range of reports are provided
monthly to ensure you have visibility into
what is happening
Best-in-Class Expertise
Even the best technology is insecure if not
configured and constantly maintained by
credentialed security experts. At Western
Iowa Networks, our managed security
professionals come from a wide range of IT
backgrounds, holding various security
certifications that include CISSP, Security+,
and more.

Complete Managed Firewall for Your Business

Benefits of Our Managed Firewall Solution
Protects Your Data
Based on market leading firewall technology and best practice security
management processes, a Western Iowa Networks Managed Firewall Solution
provides unsurpassed protection you can count on.
Protects Your Reputation
Security breaches happen every day and can cause embarrassment, downtime,
and harm to your company's reputation. A Managed Firewall Solution
dramatically increases your firm's security posture, helping you maintain the
confidence of your customers and partners.
Satisfies Regulatory Compliance
Having the proper firewall, IPS, and VPN technology in place is key to obtaining
& maintaining compliance for many regulatory & compliance targets such as
PCI/DSS, HIPAA/HITECH, GLBA, SOX, NERC CIP, FISMA, FERPA, FedRAMP, and
more.
Frees Up IT Resources

Standardized Monthly Reporting
In-depth monthly reports provide key insight
into what's happening in your environment.
Easy to read charts and graphs provide a
snapshot of malicious activity, as well as the
proactive steps Western Iowa Networks has
taken to better protect you.

Given that most firms are understaffed; security can often be the first thing to
suffer. Western Iowa Network's Managed Firewall Solution puts the burden of
properly managing your firewall solution in the hands of our credentialed
security experts. Your team can then focus on tasks more strategic to your
organization.
Lowers IT Cost
A robust firewall facility in your organization requires more than just
technology – it requires certified security engineers and 7x24 security event
monitoring. Western Iowa Networks's Managed Firewall Solution helps drive
your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) lower by providing the expertise, the 7×24
coverage, and the best-in-class Firewall technology for a simple monthly
operational expense.

Why our clients choose our Managed Firewall Solution
Run your own firewall and utilize
standard vendor support:
 Requires manual monitoring and
maintenance to remain current and
effective
 Relies on end-user for operation
 Does not hardware replacement
 Does not provide centralized
management and lacks reporting

THREATS FACING SMBs TODAY








Email Worms
Network Viruses
Spyware
Data Theft
Phishing Attacks
Email Spam and Malware
Security Threats
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Managed Firewall:
 Provides proactive and
comprehensive security, monitoring
and management
 Automates management processes
to avoid errors and reduce costs
 Leverages expert IT skills
 Monthly reporting to show you are
protected

Features
Firewall and security configuration
 Appliance configured by certified engineers
 Turnkey solution delivered to customer’s
doorstep
Monitoring, alerting and updating
 Global management system monitoring
 Hosted and secure GMS infrastructure
 Proactive response to site down
 Analysis and updating of firmware, software,
and security updates
 Weekly offsite configuration backup
Reporting
 Automatic monthly reports
 Report analysis by certified engineers
Support
 8x5 or 24x7 standard support
 Answer product-related questions
 Answer security-related questions
Hardware replacement
 Ongoing hardware replacement throughout
managed service period
 Upgrade appliance as future business and
technology changes dictate
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